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Distillery History Mystery:
Barrel vaults under The Malt House

Mystery vault today

Pete Paterson

For

many years people have wondered what on earth the barrel vaults under the
Malt House (Building 35) were for. Some suggested that they were secret tunnels
used during Prohibition to hide and move illegal booze to rum-runners waiting on
the lake. Others suggested that they were haunted. And others suggested more
prosaic ideas: that they were needed for structural strength, or were used for
storage. In recent years, distillery workers and visitors to the mysterious tunnels
have fondly referred to them as “the catacombs.”
Whatever else they were, they were definitely not catacombs, contain no bones, and
are linked to no known religious cults. They were also not used as secret tunnels to
the lake since by the 1920s, the lake was very far away. In fact, they’re not tunnels
at all since they don’t lead anywhere. Whether they were used to store alcohol during
Prohibition, or whether they are haunted, remain more open questions, but do not
resolve the issue of why they were built in the first place.
A little background. David Roberts, Sr.’s complicated 1863 architectural drawing for
the Malt House and the Kiln Building contains two revealing elements.
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First, the ground floor plan shows five, 100-foot-long vaults running under the first
malting floor, with openings at the south end, and no openings at the north end
where the kiln furnaces were located. Second, the elevation of the south side of the
Malt House shows entrances to each barrel-vaulted tunnel. Access to these tunnels
was definitely intended to be from the south. All this is very interesting, but doesn’t
resolve the issue of why the vaults were constructed. Since the columns of the Malt
House are located directly above the limestone walls of the vaults, some have
suggested that they were created to add structural strength to the buildings; but
others have countered that such extra strength was unnecessary. And there matters
have stood for many years.

Detail of openings to vaults from south side of Malt House

Recently, a series of plans for buildings on the site in the mid-1860s have come to
light. The ground floor plan for the Malt House clearly shows the five, parallel
vaults, stretching from a “Cooper’s Yard” on the south, all the way under the Malt
House, until they bump up against the walls of the Kiln Building. Eureka! The five
vaults are described on this plan as “Fire Proof Vaults” that could have been used to
store valuable and highly flammable items … like barrels of whisky. Fire, of course,
was an ever-present threat, and an occasional dreadful reality as the Great Fire
1869 showed all too clearly.

Detail from an 1860s plan showing “Fire Proof Vaults”
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Over time, the vaults may have been used for other things, but their original purpose
was almost certainly for fire-proof storage. And a closer look at the 1863 Roberts’
drawing reveals that yes, indeed, barrels do seem to be stored in the second vault
from the left. To modern eyes piling barrels may seem a bit awkward. But an1863
drawing of storing barrels in the fermenting cellar indicates that piling barrels one
on top of the other was a common method of storage in the era before rack houses
started providing sturdy timber shelving (or racks) in the mid-1880s. The clues all
add up.

Barrel storage in the Fermenting Cellar, 1863
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Barrels being stored in vaults
Detail from Roberts’ 1863 elevation

Valuable as these architectural plans are, none indicates the precise materials or
exact construction techniques used. The vaults have to be seen to be appreciated,
either in person, for example, during Doors Open 2008 on May 24-25, or via
photographs, such as the one at the top of this article.
Since the five south-entrances are now blocked-off by Building 34, the only access to
the vaults is through a doorway that was created precisely to allow close personal
encounters with one of the most unusual heritage structures in the Distillery
District. When a team of masons broke through the 1863 wall in 2006, they
discovered that it was incredibly thick and that the atmosphere inside the vault was
warm and dry. When light broke through the darkness, it was also clear that the
vault had been built of different kinds of bricks and had never needed repairs.
Appropriately, the construction of the vault is a brick, barrel-vault springing from 4foot thick limestone foundation walls. The vaults are about 11-feet wide, 8-feet high
at the centre, and 100 feet long. The floor is rough. The brickwork is finely crafted.
And natural light is non-existent.
Knowing more about the why the vaults were created and how they were used
doesn’t rob them entirely of their mystery. They are still very evocative places. For
people with a vivid imagination, or a desire to rub shoulders with “the unknown,”
the vaults’ sepulchral atmosphere can still send shivers down the back and creepy
images into the mind. For others, the vaults are simply a fine example of Victorian
industrial masonry that deserves to be inspected and admired.
Please send your comments or questions to Manager of Heritage Services, Sally Gibson,
sg@thedistillerydistrict.com.
For more about the history of the Distillery District, visit www.distilleryheritage.com

